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After you have printed your report or folder, or designed your new menu you might be
thinking that the hard work is finished. Often, however, some additional steps are needed
to actually place your idea in the hands of users. This may sound simplistic, but
presentation is everything. Your message gets lost in a stack of copies, unless organized
into a tangible product with a cover and organization, that can be passed around for
review. The finish you choose depends on the product but here are a few things we can
do for your next report.
Spiral bind. You remember this from school, the plastic backed book, with the
rectangular holes punched in the spine. We can do this very inexpensively, typically a
dollar per item. Up to an 1/8th of an inch; slightly more for thicker books. We include a
clear cover and spine at this price.
Need more style, thermal binding, while more costly, gives your reports a professional
look, and discourages copying. These binders start at 2.00 per item for the thinnest
binder, and are progressively more expensive as they get larger.
Folding, when needed, is accomplished in volume with a mechanized folder. This makes
for nice brochures and handouts. We can fold for pennies per page.
Tired of 8.5 x 11? For smaller handouts or irregular shapes, you have to cut some paper.
If your hand paper shear is not getting it, let us do it right. Our guillotine cutter is over a
hundred years old, but still working. (Just like our employees under the new social
security rules) and we can cut anything down to anything, straight and true. With proper
layout, this can save a bundle on paper costs, and perhaps a tree!
If you want booklets bound with staples, sort of like magazines, we have the stapler for
the job.
Finally, for the perfect cover, we can laminate the top page of your project. When spiral
bound, or spine stapled, this can produce a moisture-resistant cover, much more durable
than paper. I should also mention menus, product list, operating instructions, or anything
that requires durability and protection from the elements. In our shop, we have operating
guides for the copiers, price lists for cardboard boxes, and smaller signs for everything
from mailboxes to check cashing to parking. What can we do for you?
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